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Given these challenges, consider the large and lasting impact of a tool that can allow researchers (in technology or behavioral sciences) to more easily conduct experiments to aid/study individuals with impairments by running “simulated” studies with “typical” individuals. Such a
tool/technique could reduce the impairment specific burden
on researchers, while allowing them to test theories, run studies with more complex instructions, gather more detailed participant feedback, and quickly explore solutions before running a large N study with the target population. For those researchers with Institutional Review Boards, such a tool would
expedite the approval process because participants would not
be from a “vulnerable” population. Note that we are not advocating the abandonment of studies that directly work with
individuals that have an impairment; rather we are advocating
a solution to improve such studies, making them more timeand cost-effective by emulating a disorder through software.

ABSTRACT

While conducting research focused on individuals with impairments is vitally important, such experiments often have
high costs (time and money), and researchers may be limited in the instructions they can give, or participant feedback
they can gather (due to the impairment). We present how
an impairment emulation system (ACES) can be used by researchers in the behavioral sciences. By repurposing this new
technology within the context of a “traditional” psychology
experiment, we were able to analyze impaired linguistic and
communication in a manner that was not possible without a
system such as ACES. Our experiment on 96 participants provided strong support for a theory in the aphasia psychology
community, and uncovered new understandings of how people communicate when one interlocutor’s speech is distorted
with aphasia. These findings illustrate a new direction of HCI
research that directly helps researchers in Psychology, Communication, and Speech and Hearing Science.

In 2011, the Aphasia Characteristics Emulation Software, or
ACES, was first published. ACES allows its users (e.g., caregivers, therapists and family) to experience, firsthand, the
communication-distorting effects of aphasia [16]. The original goal was to allow users to build empathy and understanding by “walking in the shoes” of someone who has aphasia.
Later that year, the authors validated the realism of their aphasia emulation by running (and passing) two Turing Tests [17].
We hypothesize that ACES’ applications and implications are
far broader than the original authors had intended and have
implications for technologists and non-technologists alike.
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INTRODUCTION

Working with individuals that have impairments can be challenging for researchers from Computer Science to Psychology to Speech and Hearing Science. Researchers need expertise in the specific impairment, experimental costs are often
higher to accommodate the physical/cognitive/language challenges, and the studies themselves can take longer and cost
more to run [21]. In addition, if there is a language, cognitive
or perceptual impairment, instructions given or gather able
participant feedback may be limited.

This paper illustrates how emulation systems, like ACES, can
be used by researchers in traditional Psychological, Communication or Speech and Hearing Science research. Unlike
working directly with many individuals that have cognitive
or communication impairments, ACES’ users are neurologically typical, can provide full oral and written responses to
questions, and can understand and cary out complex instructions. Through an experiment with 96 participants, we show
that ACES-like systems can provide a cheap, fast and effective tool to conduct research on “simulated” individuals with
impairments. We demonstrate how this approach can uncover
new understandings about interpersonal communication, and
provide new evidence to support theories of aphasia communication that could not have been found without a system like
ACES. Thus, the foremost contribution of this paper is the
demonstration that ACES-like CMC systems have many ben-
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efits to test and validate theories, and run “traditional” Psychology experiments targeting individuals with impairments.
RELATED WORK

As this work leverages an aphasia emulator, we describe
aphasia and other tools that have emulated non-language disorders. We then highlight the relevance of ACES-like solutions for researchers by briefly discussing how language and
communication is examined the existing technical and nontechnical literature.
Aphasia

Aphasia is a term that describes an acquired language disorder that impairs an individual’s ability to produce and understand language [5] in both written and spoken forms[6].
Aphasia is associated with individuals that have brain damage (e.g. stroke), though the manifestation (symptoms and
severity) can vary based on the location and type of damage
to the brain. Based on the variety of aphasia “flavors,” classification systems were created to help researchers, clinicians,
and individuals [15, 42]. HCI research on aphasia has largely
focused the remedying communication challenges via image
based communication in mobile phones [3], and day-to-day
interaction [9, 1]. Also of note is the technology based research to aid individuals with aphasia in speech therapy [34]
and scheduling their daily activities [31].

Figure 1. ACES Instant Message Window
Screenshot is of a conversation from the study in this paper.
The current (red) user‘s partner (blue) has their text distorted.

explore the outcome of the interactions. Scissors [39, 40] examined the alignment of text and mimicry. Specifically in the
domain of Instant Message (IM), Wang et. al. [46] studied,
via hand-coding, the content of messages (e.g. as ideation,
strategy, responses). Their focus was on the examination of
conversational distance (using the divergence metrics for distribution of categories). Leshed’s PhD. dissertation [28] examined language features to explore interpersonal behaviors
on which people interact over IM. These works closely parallel the type of CMC questions posed in this paper (pertaining
to linguistic impact and conversation outcomes). We draw on
these works, and others in the CMC literature to ground many
of the linguistic measures we employ.

Disorder Emulation

In 1967, Weizenbaum et. al. introduced Eliza [47], a
computer AI that attempted to emulate a Rogerian psychotherapist. Four years later, Colby et. al. published PARRY
[11], and interactive computer model of paranoia. While both
Eliza and PARRY were emulation systems, they did not allow
a “typical” individual to experience what it was like to communicate as a psycho-therapist or have paranoia. These stand
in sharp contrast to ACES, which allows the user to experience what it is like to have aphasia. While not a languagebased emulation, Takagi’s built an emulator [43] that allows
a web developer to see (through obfuscation) the readability
of web content to a blind screen-reader user.

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF ACES

Given the prominence of ACES in this work (though the system itself is not a contribution of this paper), we briefly highlight its functioning here. For a complete description of its
system and validation, please see [16, 17]. ACES is a configurable probabilistic model of the linguistic distortions associated with aphasia situated in an IM client. ACES’ design
is highly robust, and can emulate many types and severities
of aphasia. When a user sits at a computer, they type their
message into a IM window (Figure 1). This message is then
distorted (based on the current settings in ACES’ probabilistic model), and sent over the AOL IM network. The distorted
message is then received by a conversation partner1 . Nowhere
in this process do either conversation participant role-play2 or
guess “how” the messages should be distorted [16]. Rather,
the distortions provided by ACES are highly realistic, in that
they passed two Turing Tests on speech disorder experts [17].
Further, ACES creates full logs of all conversations including
the message intended to be sent, as well as the distorted message that was sent. In contrast to this prior work on ACES

The Study of Communication

Through a detailed examination of the subtle but important
language patterns within conversations, researchers can uncover and quantify these changes in interpersonal communication. The examination of these patterns is not an invention
of this research, nor of the computer age. Many researchers
in fields such as Communication, Linguistics, and Psychology have explored how and why people communicate [14, 7,
10, 4, 48]. It is in this large corpus of existing work that we
see future applications and uses of ACES, and we draw on
these works in defining measures to study ACES’ impact.
The examination of language and textual communication has
permeated the field of human computer interaction, most notably in the field of Computer-Mediated Ccommunication
(CMC). Issues of trust in computer, textual and other forms
of CMC have been widespread [8, 49, 45, 32]. While some
of these works has focused on examining language, others

1
ACES allows the user to see or not see the distorted message. This parallels how some
individuals with aphasia know they are making errors, while others do not.
2
As currently done in many Speech Therapy classrooms.
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which focused on the fidelity of the system and peoples emotional response, this paper examines the impact of distortions
on the conversation itself (linguistics and quality).
MOTIVATION, SCOPE & RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Step #1
Step #2
Step #3
Step #4

We consider ACES-like systems to have many benefits to Researchers in Psychology and Communication beyond that of
empathy building (as shown in [16]):

Step #5
Step #6

• Controls: ACES can consistently emulate a type of aphasia (unlike real individuals, who can have huge variation
in their aphasia manifestations), allowing for a highly controlled experimental setup.

Description
Demographic Questions
Conversation with Partner, Structure #1
Questions About 1st Conversation
Conversation with Partner, Structure #2
Participant Roles & Task are Switched
Questions About 2nd Conversation
Final Set of Questions
Table 1. Study Session Order

It should be noted, that while we are seeking to design, and
execute a traditional-style experiment that may be found in
Psychology, Communication or Speech and Hearing Science,
it is not our goal to conduct every possible analysis that a
research in said field would run. Rather, we wish to demonstrate that this class of technology has new, broader applications beyond empathy building.

• Customizable: ACES’ distortions can be easily manipulated to allow for conversations to simulate mild to severe
aphasia across multiple sub-types, allowing researchers to
test any specific community they wish to target.
• Low Cost: Unlike working with individuals that have an
impairment [21], using ACES is lower in cost, time, and recruitment effort. In addition, there are few individuals with
a given impairment within a population, whereas ACES’
users can be nearly anyone from the population.

We use these questions to guide and shape our experimental
design, measures and analysis.
STUDY DESIGN

To directly address our Research Questions we followed a
known experimental design3 from Psychology and Communication called Novice-Novice Design [7, 10, 4, 48]. In these
studies, two participants are asked to perform a specific activity together (in which neither have prior experience or expertise with4 ). One such example is the “map task,” developed
by Anderson & Bard in the UK [4]. In the “map task,” each
participant has a map with landmarks on it. One participant’s
map has a path drawn/highlighted on it, and that participant
must give the path (via conversation) to their partner, so as
to recreate the path. This experimental paradigm is used to
explore language, communication, approach to problem solving, shared perspective, and many more other psychological
and communication questions.

• Feedback: Many individuals with aphasia (or other impairments) have substantial challenges understanding instructions and/or responding to questions. All ACES participants can easily answer questions about their experience because they do not have aphasia themselves.
• Intent: With language disorders that alter grammar and
syntax, it is very difficult (if not impossible) to truly understand what an individual intends to say. ACES provides researchers with transcripts of both what was said, and what
individuals intended to say.
Research Questions

However, these broader potential applications of ACES have
never been validated. Our goal is to demonstrate how systems like ACES can be used in traditional research settings in
Psychology, Communication or Speech and Hearing Science
and uncover new understandings of how people communicate
when one interlocutor’s speech is distorted with aphasia. To
this end, we seek to answer the following research questions:

The specific style of Novice-Novice design we followed will
be referred to as “Write It - Do It” design (WIDI), following the work of [7, 10]. In this experimental context, two
participants are separated and assigned a Task. One of the
participants (Writer Task) is told to instruct the other participant (Doer Task) in building a replica of a pre-built Structure which is only visible to the Writer. Both participants are
allowed to communicate, though only the Writer is allowed
to view and manipulate (though not take apart) the pre-built
Structure, while only the Doer is allowed to view and manipulate the raw pieces.

Question 1 Can ACES be used in a known experimental
paradigm from Psychology, Communication or Speech and
Hearing Science? Showing that ACES can be integrated in
traditional research setting.
Question 2 Can ACES’ distortions impact conversation
style in a known way? Showing that ACES interactions
produce known changes in conversation style.

Ninety-six individuals (grouped in subject-pairs) engaged in
WIDI IM conversations using ACES. To test our above research questions, we utilized a between-subject 2x3 factorial
design. The first factor in our factorial design compared the
Writer Task to the Doer Task. The second factor in our factorial design compared a Control Group (where subjects did
not experience aphasic distortions) to two Treatment Groups:
an Aphasia Writer Group (where the participant in the Writer

Question 3 Can transcripts of intended conversation style
be useful? Showing that one of the main features of
ACES transcripts over “real” transcripts has utility to researchers.
Question 4 Can ACES be used to uncover new understandings of interpersonal interaction? Showing that ACES is a
rich platform for uncovering new phenomena.

3
4
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Conversation #1
User A
User B
APH Writer
TYP Doer

Horizontal Structure
Vertical Structure
Figure 2. Pictures of Structures Used in Experiments

Conversation #2
User A
User B
TYP Doer
APH Writer

Structure #1

Structure #1

Structure #2

APH Writer

TYP Doer

TYP Doer

Structure #2
APH Writer

Structure #2

Structure #2

Structure #1

Structure #1

APH Doer

TYP Writer

TYP Writer

APH Doer

Structure #1

Structure #1

Structure #2

Structure #2

APH Doer

TYP Writer

TYP Writer

APH Doer

Structure #2

Structure #2

Structure #1

Structure #1

TYP Doer

TYP Writer

TYP Writer

TYP Doer

Structure #1

Structure #1

Structure #2

Structure #2

TYP Doer

TYP Writer

TYP Writer

TYP Doer

Structure #2 Structure #2 Structure #1 Structure #1
Table 2. Counter Balance Permutations of Role, Task, and Structure
APH = Aphasia Role — TYP = Typical Role

Task experienced distortions of their text first-hand) and an
Aphasia Doer Group (where the participant in the Doer Task
experienced distortions of their text first-hand)5 . We refer to
the participants who have their text distorted as having the
Aphasia Role6 , and to the participants receiving distorted text
as having the Typical Role.

participants in the Aphasia Writer & Aphasia Doer Groups
were informed about aphasia and the aphasia distortions; both
participants were told that the distortions would occur, and
which participant would be having their text distorted.

All participants received the same experimental protocol,
same activity, and same Structures to build. Subjects did not
know about any other Groups, and were blind with respect to
which Group they were assigned.

Two different Structures (see Figure 2) were used (one for
each conversation). All participants used the same Structures (though the order of Structures were fully counterbalanced). Structures were built from assorted craft items and
toy bricks (following [7]). While some pieces did overlap
between the two Structures, each Structure contained components not found in the other Structure. Further, for any piece
in a Structure “alternative extras” were available (different
color, size, type, etc.) for the builder to choose from. This
helped ensure a lively dialogue during the conversations.

Experimental Protocol

Each study Session consisted of 6 steps lasting a total 90 minutes (Table 1). A session involved two 30-minute IM conversations between a pair of participants (a subject-pair) who did
not know each other. Each participant played both Roles: the
Aphasia Role in one conversation and the Typical Role in the
other. Each participant also performed both Tasks: the Writer
Task in one conversation and the Doer Task in the other. Participants switched Role and Task between conversations (see
Table 2). Subject-pairs remained physically separated. Each
member of a pair was placed in separate identical rooms with
identically set-up 21” iMac computers. All questionnaires
were administered digitally.

At the end of both IM conversations, participants were administered a questionnaire to gauge their perspective on conversation quality. This questionnaire consisted of short answer
questions, and a series of Likert Scale questions (see Dependent Measures below). Participants were remunerated $25
for their participation in the experiment. A $30 bonus was
awarded to the winning team in each Group, as determined
by the team whose assembled Structure was the most complete (see Objective Quality in Dependent Measures bellow).

All participants completed a brief demographic survey to assess their background and prior knowledge of aphasia (if
any). This allowed us to ensure equal background and preknowledge across Groups. Upon completion of these prestudy questionnaires, all participants were given an identical
explanation of the study protocol. All participants (regardless
of Group, Role or Task) were told that they would have two
thirty-minute IM conversations with each other 7 .

Confound Counterbalancing

Given the number of other factors inherently present in this
type of experimental setup, there were at least three potential
confounding effects (Structure order, Task order, and Role order). To help control for these potential confounding effects,
we used counterbalancing, a method commonly employed to
help avoid confounding from order of task and presentation.
When counterbalancing, all permutations of the confounders
are included in an attempt to minimize any bias due to these
confounders that are not central to the experimental question.

During these conversations one member of the subject-pair
would take on the Writer Task, while the other member of the
subject-pair would take on the Doer Task. The Writer would
be given a completed Structure (assembled and glued), while
the Doer would be given a bag with all the pieces needed to
recreate said Structure (plus some extras). Participants were
told that after the first conversation, they would switch Tasks
(ensuring that each participant would play both Tasks). Only

We fully counterbalance Structure, Task, and Role in Table
2, requiring each pair to switch both Role and Task between
conversation #1and #2. This requires a minimum of 8 subject pairs to fully counterbalance the experimental design.
Our cohort of ninety-six individuals therefore consisted of
three Groups. Thirty-two subjects were in the Aphasia Writer
Group. thirty-two in the Aphasia Doer Group and thirtytwo in the Control Group. Thus we had 16 subject-pairs in
each Group (doubling the minimum number of subject pairs
to fully counterbalance the design). Because the final data set

5
Given that the two Tasks require different goals, we were unsure if the language and
communication would be differently effected by ACES distortions. We therefore employed three Groups rather than just two (Control vs. Treatment) by linking Task and
Role, attempting to account for any inherent bias from the Task.
6
In this experiment, participants in the Aphasia Role could not see the distorted message. This parallels how some individuals with aphasia do not know their errors.
7
Participants were logged into IM accounts created for this study, not requiring subjects
to disclose their own user names or passwords.
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has an equal number of logs from conversation #1 and #2, we
have also counterbalanced for learning effects.

Size (N)
Group Age
Sex (% male)
Educational Attainment †
% Know what Aphasia is
% Taken Class on Aphasia
% Worked with Aphasia
% Family/Friend with Aphasia

Types of Aphasia

Based on the Boston classification system[15, 42], there are
numerous types of aphasia each of which can manifest in
varying severities. Subsequently, there are many permutations of distortions that could be applied in this study. To
ground this experiment, we leveraged one of the models created and validated during the Turing Test study of ACES[17].
This model was based on an Anomic subject named Wolf
from the unpublished data files used in [29, 30] provided to
the researchers by Lise Menn, University of Colorado. Individuals with Anomic aphasia have difficulty with selecting
and producing correct content words, though their grammar
is generally correct. For example, words may be replaced by
other words that are semantically related (‘birthday’ with ‘anniversary’ or ‘cake’), that have no semantic relationship (cat
with airplane), that have similar phonetic sounds (‘population’ with ‘pollution’), or non-words (‘castle’ with ‘kaksel’).

Control
Group
32
30.75 (10.76)
46.88
2.00 (1.30)
43.75
21.88
3.12
3.12

Aphasia
Writer Group
32
29.75 (9.41)
43.75
1.94 (1.22)
46.88
25.00
6.25
3.12

Aphasia
Doer Group
32
27.00 (11.69)
50.00
1.44(1.37)
31.25
12.50
0.00
0.00

Table 3. Write-it Do-it Participants
Continuous variables presented as mean (sd), p-values calculated by GEE
† Education attainment scores were 0=High School, 1=AA, 2=BS/BA,
3=MS/MA, 4=PhD

& Aphasia Doer Groups, both intended and distorted versions
of each message was logged. Thus, the language used during
the activity can also be analyzed (see next subsection).
Language, Linguistics and Parts of Speech

To address the research questions directly targeted in this paper (specifically Q2 and Q3), we must examine the language
uses by participants (as recorded by ACES logs). Raw number of lines (how many messages sent) and words (how many
words were sent over all their messages) are coarse linguistic metrics that can be extracted from ACES logs. Parts of
Speech (POS) is an important set of linguistic metrics for researchers in psychology, communication, NLP [22] as well
as CMC [33, 39]. Measures such as POS, and number of
lines/messages, are accepted measures for analyzing conversations, that have been used in the past to examine aphasic
speech [37]

Dependent Measures

Conversation Quality can be measured in two important and
different ways [23, 12]. First is Objective Conversation
Quality, or a measure of the effectiveness of the conversation, that can be measured consistently regardless of the persons measuring. Objective Quality does not take opinion or
subjective judgment into account. The second measure is
Perceived Conversation Quality, or how each conversation
partner felt about their experience or conversation. This technique dispenses with the objectively measurable features in
favor of more intangible issues of assessing performance.

At a high level, POS can be divided into Function Words (e.g.
articles, pronouns, interjections etc) and Content Words (e.g.
nouns, verbs, adjectives). Function Words provide the grammatical structure to a sentence, while Content Words provide
the the meaning to a sentence. To this end, we extracted
Function Words and Content Words, and further subdivided
Content Words into Adjectives, Verbs, Nouns, and Adverbs.
There is, however, a problem with using raw occurrence of
each POS, since, as users talk more (increasing the number
of words generated), the occurrence of each POS will increase as well. To normalize across users, we therefore examine the ratio of each POS metric to the total words produced,
rather than raw counts (allowing for comparison between the
3 Groups).

To produce an Objective Quality score, each Structure built
during a conversation will be scored on completeness and accuracy. For both Structures a list of all the connections was
created. A connection is where one piece touches another,
or how one piece is deformed/shaped/placed. A connection
can be graded (as applicable) on both placement and orientation (1 point each). For every piece put on a Structure which
does not belong, one point was deducted. Both Structures are
of the same relative complexity8 . To ensure cross Structure
comparisons we can use percentage completion rather than
raw score.
To assess each participant’s Perceived Conversation Quality, a post conversation questionnaire was utilized. The
questionnaire consisted short answer questions, the Iowa
Communication Record (ICR) [13] and the Interpersonal
Communication Satisfaction Inventory (ICSI) [20]. The
ICR9 and ICSI10 are a series of Likert Scale questions, whose
mean is an indication of Perceived Quality.

Analysis

To address our above Research Questions, we propose the
following analytical process. By conducting a WIDI experiment, and demonstrating that participants can perform the assigned activity we demonstrate that ACES can be used within
a known experimental paradigm (Question 1).
There exists a well established theory in the Psychology literature, Aphasia Adaptation Theory, that states that while aphasic distortions are imposed upon and individual by their impairment, they can learn behaviors that change their speech
patterns in constructive ways [27, 19, 24]. These changes
may be “preventative adaptation” or “corrective adaptation”
[36, 35]. Regardless, [26] suggest that many of the “symptoms” or characteristic output of individuals with aphasia may

In addition to the two measures of Conversation Quality,
ACES logged all IM messages sent. For the Aphasia Writer
8

The horizontal and vertical Structures have 57 and 58 connections respectively.
Ten 9 point likert scale questions, the lower the ICR score, the better the conversation.
Nineteen 7 point likert scale questions, the higher the ICSI score, the better the conversation. Because the measure is intended to assess spontaneous conversations, some
questions did not relate to the experimental design. We therefore asked a subset of 10
question (#1,2,3,5,8,9,11,12,14,16,18).
9

10
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Language
Writers’ Lines
Writers’ Words
Doers’ Lines
Doers’ Words

Control
Group
84.53 (40.63)
797.60 (173.78)
57.72 (27.29)
282.88 (103.72)

Aphasia
Writer Group
99.06 (54.81)
602.19 (243.53)
68.47 (41.97)
376.81 (192.56)
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Aphasia
Doer Group
81.63 (40.90)
771.88 (249.80)
56.25 (22.78)
228.16 (124.67)

Table 4. Raw Count (#) of Users’ Language
Values represent Mean (sd)

Control
Group
0.43 (0.02)
0.57 (0.02)
0.12 (0.03)
0.13 (0.02)
0.28 (0.03)
0.05 (0.01)

Aphasia
Writer Group
0.40 (0.06)
0.60 (0.06)
0.13 (0.03)
0.11 (0.02)
0.32 (0.05)
0.04 (0.01)

Relative
Change
O
M
–
H
N
H

A. Control & Aphasia Writer Groups’ Comparative Statistics
Arrows Indicate direction of change from Control to Aphasia Writer Group

not be the disorder itself, but the adaptation of the individual to the impairment. However, it would be very difficult
to test this theory with individuals that have aphasia, because we cannot know what those individuals intend to say,
or examine their manipulations of their language. Given that
ACES logs the intended messages sent by participants in the
Aphasia Writer & Aphasia Doer Groups, we can compare
their syntactic changes to those individuals in the Control
Group. The existing literature attributes many specific syntactic changes made by individuals with aphasia to Adaptation Theory. Based on the theory, because patients know that
it’s hard to talk they concentrate on producing shorter sentences [25] with high-information words, such as nouns [38],
and dropping low information words, like function words,
verbs, adverbs, etc [44, 27]. If Aphasia Adaptation Theory
holds, we would expect to see such changes in our logs (in the
intended messages, before distortion is applied), and would
we could confirm Research Questions 2 and 3

Writer’s Language
% Function Words
% Content Words
% Adjectives
% Verbs
% Nouns
% Adverbs

Aphasia
Doer Group
0.43 (0.03)
0.57 (0.03)
0.11 (0.02)
0.13 (0.02)
0.27 (0.03)
0.05 (0.01)

Aphasia
Writer Group
0.40 (0.06)
0.60 (0.06)
0.13 (0.03)
0.11 (0.02)
0.32 (0.05)
0.04 (0.01)

Relative
Change
O
M
M
H
N
H

B. Aphasia Doer & Aphasia Writer Groups’ Comparative Statistics
Arrows Indicate change direction from Aphasia Doer to Aphasia Writer Group

Table 5. Comparative Statistics for Adaptation Theory
Values represent Mean (sd) Part of Speech usage
OM is significance p ≤ 0.05, NH is significance p ≤ 0.01 with GEE

By having a fully counterbalanced study design, we minimize
the impact of learning/order effects. For a robust analysis, we
examine the impact of order/learning through GEE, comparing both conversation quality, and linguistic measures.

Lastly, to address Question 4 we can examine the relationship
between Perceived Quality, Objective Quality and linguistic
features of the conversations (see following section on Language, Linguistics and Parts of Speech).

SUBJECTS

All 96 participants did not know each other, and were assigned randomly to a Group, Task and Role. Participants were
recruited from a large state school, and the surrounding town.
No particular prior knowledge about aphasia was required for
inclusion. At the beginning of each session, we asked participants a series of demographic questions. Table 3 contains
the mean and standard deviation for participants in each cohort. In addition, we tested to see if our cohorts’ makeup
was statistically different (Table 3). There were no statistical
differences in age, gender, educational attainment, or prior
knowledge of aphasia between any of the Groups.

Statistical Tests

The scalar nature of our quantitative measures would suggest
using a Two-Sample Wilcoxon Rank-Sum (Mann-Whitney)
test, a more conservative metric than a T-Test as it makes
no assumptions about the data distribution (normal or otherwise). However, a Rank-Sum does not account for the correlated nature of the data: each pair of participants had two conversations, and their interactions will clearly be correlated.
Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) [18] with a linear
regression11 were used to account for these correlations.

RESULTS

All participants in our study were able to understand and perform the WIDI activity. No subject-pair was able to complete
the activity (given that the thirty minute time provided was
too short). Across all three Groups, the Writers communicated more (produced statistical more Lines and Words) as
compared to the Doers (p≤0.01), see Table 4.

To test for correlations, we likewise used GEEs to account
for the correlation in data. In this correlation analysis, we
produce a coefficient that indicates the slope of the regression
(and the direction of correlation). However, this coefficient
is not the same as an R2 or correlation coefficient, and cannot be treated as such. Therefore, the GEE tests’ coefficients
are not as easy to interpret as a Pearson’s Coefficient. We
therefore also ran a pairwise correlation coefficient using the
Pearson’s Correlation test. Sadly, Pearson’s Correlation test
does not account for the correlated nature of the data, so we
cannot report the p-value, and the calculated correlation coefficient value should only be treated as an indication of the
correlation magnitude (and not a hard-and-fast ‘true’ value).
Pearson’s Correlation coefficient values range from -1.0 (negatively correlated) to 1.0 (positively correlated).
11

Writer’s Language
% Function Words
% Content Words
% Adjectives
% Verbs
% Nouns
% Adverbs

Overall, there was a variation in structure completeness
(Objective Quality) within and between the Control Group
), Aphasia Writer
(µ=31.52%, sd=13.98, histogram:
Group (µ=17.23%, sd=6.12, histogram:
) and Aphasia
). In staDoer Group (µ=30.71%, sd=18.19, histogram:
tistical analysis, the difference between the Aphasia Writer
Group and both the Control Group and Aphasia Doer Group
was statistically significant (p<0.01). However, there was
no statistical difference between the Control Group and the
Aphasia Doer Group (p=0.84).

Linear regressions were used to test associations with scalar responses as outcomes.
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Quality Measure
Objective (%)
Doer’s ICSI
Writer’s ICSI
Doer’s ICR
Writer’s ICR

Control
Group
31.52 (13.98)
5.48 (1.25)
5.15 (1.41)
3.74 (1.17)
3.79 (1.11)

Aphasia
Writer Group
17.23 (6.12)
4.64 (1.31)
4.53 (1.22)
4.79 (1.15)
4.87 (1.20)
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Aphasia
Doer Group
30.71 (18.19)
4.91 (1.25)
4.99 (1.07)
4.13 (1.14)
4.26 (0.96)

Writer Writer
ICSI
ICR
–
–
–
–
-0.60 ‡
–
0.22
-0.10
-0.25
0.11
A. Control Group

Doer
ICSI
–
–
–
–
-0.84 ‡

Doer
ICR
–
–
–
–
–

Objective
Writer ICSI
Writer ICR
Doer ICSI
Doer ICR

–
–
–
0.17
–
–
-0.36 †
-0.74‡
–
-0.02
0.10
-0.09
-0.05
-0.13
0.15
B. Aphasia Writer Group

–
–
–
–
-0.75 ‡

–
–
–
–
–

Objective
Writer ICSI
Writer ICR
Doer ICSI
Doer ICR

–
–
–
-0.03
–
–
0.30
-0.39 †
–
0.44†
-0.27
0.34 †
-0.11
0.41†
-0.12
C. Aphasia Doer Group

–
–
–
–
-0.72‡

–
–
–
–
–

Objective
Writer ICSI
Writer ICR
Doer ICSI
Doer ICR

A. Summary Statistics for Conversation Quality
Values represents Mean (sd) of each measure of Conversation Quality

Quality Measure
Objective
Doer’s ICSI
Writer’s ICSI
Doer’s ICR
Writer’s ICR

CG to AWG
H
O
O
N
N

CG to ADG
–
–
–
–
–

ADG to AWG
H
–
–
M
M

B. Comparative Statistics for Conversation Quality
Arrows Indicate change in direction
OM is significance p ≤ 0.05, NH is significance p ≤ 0.01 with GEE

Table 6. Comparative and Summary Statistics for Conversation Quality
ICR (lower is better), ICSI (higher is better)

Objective
–
0.09
-0.22
0.14
-0.08

Control Group (CG), Aphasia Writer Group (AWG), Aphasia Doer Group (ADG

Table 7. Correlations between Conversation Quality
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients for Indication of Magnitude
† is p ≤ 0.05, ‡ is p ≤ 0.01 with GEE
ICR (lower is better), ICSI (higher is better)

Aphasia Adaptation Theory

To examine the presence (or absence) of aphasia adaptation
theory, we compared the intended language and POS usage
for participants playing the Aphasia Role with participants in
the Control Group (performing the same Task). When comparing the Writer in the Control Group (no distortion) to the
Writer in the Aphasia Writer Group (with distortions) we
see a large shift in language (Table 5A). While the number
of messages (Table 4) statistically remained the same (p >
0.05), the number of words fell (p ≤ 0.01). When examining what types of words were reduced or sacrificed, we observed that participants sacrificed function words, verbs, and
adverbs, while increasing noun production.

In theory, the 5 measures of Conversation Quality should all
reflect the same thing: the quality of the conversation. To examine the inter-relationship between these five measures, we
calculated correlations between each measure of Conversation Quality using a GEE. For those measure of Conversation
Quality that were statistically correlated, we present Pearson’s Correlations coefficients in a correlation matrix (Table
7).
Across all three Groups, the only two consistently significant
correlations were between the measures of Perceived Quality (ICSI and ICR). Further, the correlation between Writers’
ICSI and Writers’ ICR, and between the Doers’ ICSI and Doers’ ICR are both negative with a high effect size. Having
a negative correlation is expected, because while the higher
the ICSI outcome is the better the conversation, the ICR uses
lower scores to signify better conversations.There was no significant correlation found between Objective Quality and any
of the Perceived Conversation Quality measures.

When comparing the Doer in the Control Group to the Doer
in the Aphasia Doer Group (with distortions) we see no
statistically significant shift in language. Number of lines,
words and POS distributions remained unchanged (p > 0.05).
Subsequently, when we compared the Writer in the Aphasia
Writer Group (with distortions) to the Writer in the Aphasia Doer Group (without distortions) we observed the same
relative change as seen between the Control Group and the
Aphasia Writer Group (Table 5B).

DISCUSSION

We now discuss the results within the context of our four Research Questions.

Conversation Quality

When we compare the conversation quality between the three
Groups (Table 6B), we see that across all 5 measures of Conversation Quality, there is a statistical difference between the
conversation quality in the Control Group and the Aphasia
Writer Group. We also see several significant differences between the Aphasia Writer Group and Aphasia Doer Group
(though not in the ICSI measures). There was no statistical difference between the conversation quality of the Control Group and the Aphasia Doer Group. Though not shown,
there was no statistical difference in Perceived Quality between the Writer and Doer within each of the three cohorts12 .

Question 1
Can ACES be used in a known experimental paradigm from Psychology, Communication or Speech and Hearing Science?

This experiment demonstrates that ACES can be integrated
within a typical experimental design from the Psychology and
Communication literature. Participants were able to understand the activity and their assigned Tasks. Participants also
had varied objective performance, which was to be expected
given the existing literature on this class of study design [7,
10, 4, 48]. Further, with the introduction of a distorted or impaired communication channel (Aphasia Writer Group), per-

12
Lack of statistical significance does not equate to statistical similarity. Further analysis
would be needed to prove the distributions are the same.
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formance decreased13 (also, as would be expected). We can
therefore see that ACES can be integrated in traditional research setting.

Objective
Conversation Quality

Perceived
Conversation Quality

Question 2
Can ACES’ distortions impact conversation style in a known way?

Our analysis did find striking similarities between the intended messages sent by our participants with distortions,
and behavior described in Aphasia Adaptation Theory. When
Writers had their text distorted, they increased the percentage of words that were nouns while sacrificing verbs, adverbs, and function words. This suggest that Writers adopted
a more curt method of communication, focusing on the object rather than the action. In other words, participants were
adapting their language in a way that is evocative of how
real non-fluent aphasics behave14 . These findings show that
ACES interactions produce known changes in conversation
style. Perhaps more importantly, the parallels between our
subjects adaptations and individuals with aphasia lends strong
supporting evidence that the ACES emulator is suitable for
further psychological testing.

Impact on Conversation by
Distortions of Aphasia

Figure 3. Venn Diagram of Conversation Quality and Distortion Impact

Thus, when considering these two findings in concert, we
conclude that distortions of aphasia (by ACES) impact Conversation Quality in two distinct, and independent ways, as
illustrated by Figure 3, by affecting both the product (or goal)
of the conversation (Objective Quality), as well as the interpersonal interaction(Perceived Quality). These new understandings about interpersonal communication are clearly
grounded in the quality of the measures used. While the Objective Conversation Quality is, by definition, objectively observable, perceived quality is not. However, by having two
measures that have a high effect size correlation (correlation
coefficient > 0.6) and are highly significant (p< 0.05), we can
infer that they are valid and verifiable measures. This supports the conclusion that aphasia (or, to be precise, ACES’
distortions which simulate aphasia) impacts both how we feel
about the interaction as well as the conversation output quality/goal. It is important to note that gathering this type of user
feedback (perceived conversation quality metrics via questionnaires) would be extremely difficult with individuals who
have aphasia. These findings, and the unique ability to gather
them from “typical” individuals using ACES highlights how
ACES is a rich platform for uncovering new phenomena.

Question 3
Can transcripts of intended conversation style be useful?

One of the challenges with Aphasia Adaptation Theory is that
it concerns what an individual does (consciously or subconsciously) to adapt to their impairment before communicating
and having their language be distorted. Using traditional transcripts containing only what an individual “said” would not
be able to differentiate what participants changed in their language, versus which changes were generated due to distortions. Therefore our findings and their support for Aphasia
Adaptation Theory could only have been conducted and uncovered with transcripts of intended messages. ACES, coupled with these findings, opens the door to other questions
about user adaptation and changes to linguistic distortions
(from aphasia or other language disorders).

LIMITATIONS

Whenever there is interaction that is not face-to-face, many
backchannels (e.g. gestures or intonation) are lost. This is a
limitation (or control) of many study designs and many forms
of CMC (e.g. IM or Email). While this limitation is important to note, Novice-Novice Designs are well accepted study
designs to investigate interpersonal communication. Further,
individuals with aphasia actively use many CMC applications
[2], and their linguistic deficits in writing are generally consistent with those of the person’s spoken language [6].

Question 4
Can ACES be used to uncover new understandings of interpersonal interaction?

Our analysis of Conversation Quality uncovered that there
is no relationship between Objective Quality and Perceived
Quality (Table 7), however our two measures of Perceived
Quality were highly correlated. Further, for both Objective Quality and Perceived Quality, Aphasic Distortions made
Conversation Quality worse15 (see Table 6).
13
Interestingly, we did not see a difference between the Control Group and the Aphasia
Doer Group. This observation opens up a new question; is the Shannon Information [41]
sent from the Doer to the Writer not as important as the information conveyed from the
Writer to the Doer (so therefore any distortion does not matter or has minimal impact)?
This may be supported by the statistically lower number of Lines and Words being sent
from the Doer to the Writer. Another explanation is that the “amount” of information
that needs to get across from the Doer to the Writer smaller/easier to understand (e.g.
short pragmatics or continuers like “ok”, or “got it”). It is outside of the scope of this paper to explicitly measure Shannon Information in each message, so we therefore cannot
assess if the Writer has more (in quantity) information, or more complex information to
convey. However we see this as a promising future research question.
14
While this one study isn’t definitive “proof” of Adaptation Theory, it does strengthen
the arguments for the theory of Aphasic adaptation.
15
While we do not see statistically significant differences in ICSI scores between the
Aphasic Writer and Aphasic Doer Cohorts, this may be due to statistical power.

IMPLICATIONS & FUTURE WORK

Beyond explicitly answering our four research questions, we
see multiple implications of the findings from our study for
both technologists and non-technologists.
CMC Emulation Systems

While prior studies on ACES have shown the realism of
its distortions[17] and its impact on improving user empathy[16], this is the first study to show that CMC emulation
systems can impact how users communicate and the quality
of their conversations. Moreover, these changes appear to be
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similar to those observed in individuals with aphasia. To our
knowledge, this is the first such system demonstration of its
kind (for any disorder).

paper, and the turing test validation shown in [17], we are optimistic. However, exploring this relationship for aphasia, or
other disorder emulation, is an important direction for future
exploration.

These findings (coupled with the prior work on ACES) suggest the need to create system that emulate other language16
or perception disorders. Beyond explicit disorders, technologists could investigate systems that build empathy and study
communication in other contexts (e.g. English as a second
language, or exposure to cultural differences). ACES research shows that CMC systems can do more than just facilitate communication. They can build empathy[16] and explicitly study communication when one interlocutor’s speech
is impaired.

Research with Individuals with Impairments

Finally, it should be noted that to conduct this study we recruited 96 participants, none of whom had aphasia. Subsequently, this study required no special accommodations or
extra time to accommodate a language impairment. All instructions and questions were given once, and participants’
responses to questions were easily understood. This is a striking contrast to the additional complexity of running a study
with participants that have an impairment [21]. As a result,
more participants were able to be included (increasing N),
over a shorter time-frame (3 months), with less financial cost.
Further, we were able to control the exact manifestation of
aphasia, which would not be possible in a traditional setting.
These are benefits for technologists and non-technologists
alike. For example, imagine that a communication researcher
theorizes that, if an individual with aphasia alters their language in some particular way or uses an new UI, they will
have an improved experience with their conversation partner.
ACES could be used to test this theory, examining such an
intervention’s impact on the language and conversation quality. Then, based on these initial findings, the researcher could
then run a better designed large-N study with individuals who
have aphasia (or re-run the design to adjust for the findings).

Aphasia & Communication

We believe a rich area of future exploration is using ACESlike systems to test theories of communication, and exploring
some of the current gaps in understanding how people with
disorders communicate. Given the strong initial results and
rich data set collected during this experiment, there are many
more exciting questions that may be asked of this data. What
linguistic changes (be they semantic, syntactic or structural)
impact Conversation Quality? What types of questions asked
by participants provoke the most useful responses? As alluded to above, what is the difference in Shannon Information between the two Tasks? owever these and other questions fall well outside the scope of this paper and this publication venue, given its technical grounding. Ideally, these
questions would be addressed by Psychologists and published
in Psychology research journals. Given how many provocative questions have emerged from this study, we are highly
optimistic that our work here has demonstrated that this new
technology has a wide variety of future applications.

CONCLUSION

This paper illustrates how a CMC impairment emulation system (ACES) can be integrated within a traditional Psychology
and Communication research experiment. Not only did our
participants understand and complete the activity, but we appear to provide new evidence towards validating an existing
theory in the Psychology literature on aphasia. Moreover, this
supporting evidence would be nearly impossible to construe
without a system like ACES. Further, our ACES study was
able to uncover new understandings about interpersonal communication and its impact on Conversation Quality. By situating ACES within this “traditional” experimental context,
we show that this new technology can provide many unique
and important benefits to researchers (control, customization,
low cost, user feedback, and pre-impairment intent) that are
not present when working directly with individuals that have
an impairment. We believe that our novel and important findings for researchers in Psychology, Speech and Hearing, and
Communication research. Further, the findings highlight the
need for and potential applications of ACES-like CMC systems as a new direction for HCI research with direct and tangible real-world impact.

Based on the new findings related to the relationship between
types of Conversation Quality, we hypothesize that there are
two aspects of conversation that can be targeted for “improvement.” First, we can attempt to mediate the information conveyed to generate a more productive output (Objective Quality). We can also attempt to change how people feel and react
to challenging interactions (Perceived Quality). While both
goals are important, it is the task of improving perceived conversation that must be targeted, since improving only the objective output itself may not improve the perceived quality
(since the interaction will still be challenging). Given previous work on ACES improving empathy[16], understanding
and patience for conversation partners, we hypothesize that
by providing users (and potential conversation partners, clinicians, and/or doctors) with the experience of communicating with aphasia (through ACES), we can effectively improve
perceived conversation quality (this would need to be verified
in a future experiment.)
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ACES-like systems could be tailored to their users by analyzing their linguistic patterns and word usage (e.g. by analyzing emails), thus personalizing the distortions.
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